
Good Neighbours’ First 100 days Emergency Response to the Ukraine Crisis

Executive Summary 

After 100 days of war in Ukraine, 9,394 civilian casualties in the country (4,253 killed and 5,141 injured) 

since 24 February and over 700 children are included in the number of victims of the war.1 Urgent needs for 

humanitarian assistance arose when the influx of Ukrainian refugees rapidly spread to neighbouring countries. 

Particularly pressing was the lack of transportation, shelter, food, and child care as most of the refugees were 

women and children. Meanwhile, it was also reported that most of the displaced people in Ukraine are 

suffering from lack of emergency relief items such as food, medicines and other supplies due to damaged 

infrastructure caused by the incessant bombardment of Russian forces.

Responding to the urgent calls of the victims and the global society, Good Neighbours has been 

proactively making efforts to promptly deliver the crucial supplies to the most vulnerable people at times of 

ongoing violence and war.

A week after the war began, Good Neighbours dispatched the GN emergency response team on 3 

March 2022 for initial needs assessments at two borders points in Giurgiulești and Isaccea in Romania. 

Meetings with local authorities, international organisations, and CSOs were conducted to further acknowledge 

the problems and make decisions on the details of the support. Prioritising the safety and needs of the 

beneficiaries, four areas of support have been recognised: Provision of emergency relief items(food and non-

food), Transportation support, Child protection, and Shelter support. The fundraising campaigns for project 

implementation have been launched as well. 

Good Neighbours has implemented emergency response in 4 areas (Galati, Isaccea, Suceava, Constanta) 

in Romania and 7 areas (Reni, Kiliya, Kiev, Bucha, Cherkasy, Chernivtsi, Harkov) in Ukraine with a budget of 

$2.43 million with 14 partners. Over the course of 100 days, Good Neighbours has provided emergency food 

and non-food supplies to 58,062 Ukrainians (22,652HHs), supported transportation for 2,246 refugees, 

implemented mental health and psychosocial support for 2,162 Ukraine children at 4 Child Friendly Spaces

(CFS) (2 more CFS are ready), and provided refugee shelter support such as WASH facilities to benefit over 

2,400 refugees. 

1 OHCHR(UN Human Rights) Report “Ukraine: civilian casualty update”, 7 June 2022 



<Overview of Good Neighbours 100 days Emergency Response to Ukraine Crisis> 

Three days after initial assessment, 18,500kg of food supplies were delivered from Isaccea (Romania) to 

Reni (Ukraine) for 5,000 IDPs in cooperation with both local governments. In addition, support of 100kg food 

supplies was made to Kiliya of Odessa Oblast in cooperation with local CSO, benefiting 250 people. Further 

51,200kg of food were delivered to 15,000 people in Reni, Kharkiv, Dolyns'ke, Lymans'ke areas of Odessa 

Oblast (Ukraine) in cooperation with various CSOs. The support has been expanded from the area near the 

border to the area under serious attack such as Odessa, Kyiv, Donetsk, and Kharkiv. Emergency food supplies 

were also delivered to Ukraine refugees who were staying in the shelter in Constanta, Romania. Meanwhile, 

Good Neighbours supported medicines worth $66,430 by utilizing gift in-kind resource network,and delivered 

to Ukraine in cooperation with local partners. Overall over 58,062 people(22,652HHs) have been reached 

with emergency food and non-food supplies.  

Based on initial assessments, Good Neighbours concluded that most of the refugees who fled from 

Ukraine had no transportation means to reach safety. In response, Good Neighbours provided buses to help 

refugees relocate from the border to other areas in Romania for safety. Under monitoring of human 

trafficking—as most refugees were women and children—the support was provided twice a day, assisting 70 

refugees (total 2,246 people accumulated so far).  

Good Neighbours also addressed the challenges associated with protecting children and their mental well-

being during the current crisis. Children are more susceptible to suffering from post traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD) as they grow 



up. For Child protection measures,  Good Neighbours has set up Child-Friendly spaces first at Galati(Church 

based refugee shelter) on 24 March 2022 and operated psychosocial support (PSS) by using developed 

emergency PSS program workbooks. The program has been implemented by local volunteers trained by guided 

sessions in cooperation with emergency PSS specialists. Child protection programs have been extended to 

include the Isaccea border(Blue Dot tent from UNICEF Romania), two refugee shelters in Galati (in cooperation 

with Inima de Copil and Betesda Foundation), one shelter in Suceava, and another in Constanta. Over 2,155 

Ukrainian children have used child friendly spaces and received psychological support on traumatic 

violence(the service was carried out 105 times).  

Shelter support has been made available to over 2,400 beneficiaries in cooperation with CSO-based 

refugee shelters, such as Fight For Freedom, the Isaccea border church, and the shelter in Constanta. Shelter 

support has involved the provision of commodities and utilities needed at the site, including the supply of cloth 

washing facilities, washroom/shower containers, and providing rent fees for refugee shelters.  

Without the persistent cooperation and support from the host community in Romania, local volunteers 

and partners and global staff dispatched from Good Neighbours offices around the world, none of these 

accomplishments would have been attained in the field. Financial support has  also been provided by GN 

support countries to aid with relief efforts on the ground. These countries include GNI(Korea), GN Japan, GN 

Taiwan, GN UK, GN USA, GN AUS, GN Canada, and GN Chile. Good Neighbours also recognizes the efforts of 

the public donors, governments, institutions, and other partners, dedicated to helping and filling the needs of 

those people who were affected by the Ukrainian crisis. In this context, Good Neighbours’ 100 days Emergency 

Response Report was written to provide explanation of how Good Neighbours reacted to the Ukraine war and 

to share the way forward for sustainable and effective assistance through addressing challenges and lessons 

learned. 



1. Background

After 100 days of war in Ukraine, there were 9,394 civilian casualties in the country (4,253 killed and 

5,141 injured) since 24 February. Over 700 children are included in the number of war victims.2 With the 

prolonged war, not only did the casualties and the number of refugees drastically increase, but the need to 

prepare for the protracted displacement also rose.

As written in the ‘Ukraine Flash Appeal,’ published by UN OCHA, more than 15.7 million people are in 

urgent need of humanitarian assistance and protection as of 25 April 2022. Over a quarter of Ukraine’s 

population fled their homes, and nearly two-thirds of Ukrainian children have been displaced. Urban centers, 

schools, healthcare facilities, and infrastructure have been severely devastated due to heavy bombings. 

Civilians who were exposed to these conditions have had to live for weeks without access to food, water, heat, 

healthcare and education while getting subjected to continuous bombardment. The risk of waterborne 

diseases, dehydration, and the spread of COVID-19 was extremely heightened, especially for women and 

children. Additionally, the threat of gender-based violence, including conflict-related sexual violence, sexual 

exploitation and abuse (SEA), and human trafficking, rose rapidly.3 

   The armed conflict resulted in a threat to food security as it distracted farmers from producing food and 

caring after their livestock. There are also increasing concerns regarding crop damages and the risks ahead, 

such as mines and unexploded ordnance. The war affected the economy of Ukraine. The Prime Minister of 

Ukraine, Denys Shmyhal, reported that the economic losses may exceed $1 trillion while more than 53% of 

employed Ukrainians have lost their jobs since the war began.4 

    With the prolonged aspect of the military offensive, the President of Ukraine, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, urged 

assistance from the international community and other nations, especially regarding their fleeing refugees and 

humanitarian needs. In alliance with the international community, Good Neighbours has been supporting the 

Ukrainian refugees in desperate need. 

Good Neighbours publicly announced the ‘Statement on the Ukrainian Humanitarian Crisis: Urging 

global community solidarity to protect women and children,’ on 7 March 2022 calling for the global 

community to collective actions and joint efforts regarding the Ukrainian humanitarian crisis.5  

2 OHCHR(UN Human Rights) Report “Ukraine: civilian casualty update”, 7 June 2022 

3 UN OCHA Report “UKRAINE REGIONAL REFUGEE RESPONSE PLAN AND FLASH APPEAL”, 25 April 2022 

4 Ibid. 

5 Good Neighbors “Good Neighbors Statement on the Ukrainian Humanitarian Crisis: Urge global community solidarity to protect women 
and children”, 7 March 2022  



<Good Neighbours ‘Statement on the Ukrainian Humanitarian Crisis’> 

   Good Neighbours dispatched its Emergency Response Team to Romania for further investigation and 

assessment. Additional efforts, not only limited to food convoys, medical supplies, movement support 

(transportation), child protection, etc., were made and led to successful support delivered to cover the 

Ukrainian refugees in need whether they are within reach or harder to reach.  



2. Good Neighbours’ Emergency Response to the Ukraine Crisis

In summary, Good Neighbours has implemented emergency response in 4 areas (Galati, Isaccea, Suceava, 
Constanta) in Romania and 7 areas (Reni, Kiliya, Kiev, Bucha, Cherkasy, Chernivtsi, Harkov) in Ukraine with a budget of 

$2.43 million with 14 partners. During the first 100 days, Good Neighbours has provided emergency food and non-food 

supplies to 58,062 Ukrainians (22,652HHs), supported transportation for 2,246 refugees, implemented mental health 

and psychosocial support for 2,162 Ukrainian children at 4 Child Friendly Spaces(2 more CFS are ready), and provided 

refugee shelter support such as WASH facilities used by over 2,400 refugees. 

2-1. Overview of Emergency Response Result during 100 days
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Food & Medicine 

 Total 224,426kg of food supplies (flour, oil, meat, etc.) with value of
210,465euros were reached to 56,630 beneficiaries (22,652HHs) in Odessa,
Kyiv, Donetsk, and Kharkiv of Ukraine, and to Constanta area of Romania.

 Medicines worth of $66,430 were reached to Ukraine in need of desperate
health care.

Transportation 
(Movement) 

(  

 Total 2,246 refugees, moving from Isaccea border to Bucuresti in Romania(2 
times a day with 70 people), were safely reached and relocated. 

Child Protection  Total 2,162 Ukrainian children have been reached to child friendly spaces 
and received psychological support on traumatic violence (105 times of 
services).

 Over 40 of caregivers and emergency PSS program facilitators have been
mobilized and trained with PSS workshops for better psychosocial support of
children under safeguarding policy.

Shelter 

 Provided shelter support to 2,400 refugees at Galati, Suceava, and Constanta in
Romania

 Provision of cloth washing facilities/hygiene items for clean water access and
sanitation of refugees

 Establishment of washrooms/shower containers as WASH support, benefiting
20-30 refugees daily in cooperation with CSO based refugee shelter at the
Isaccea border between Romania and Ukraine.



2-2. Good Neighbours Emergency Response by Timeline















4. Stories from the Field



5. Partnerships of Good Neighbours for Emergency Response to Ukraine Crisis

Good Neighbours has implemented response partnering with local authorities such 

government of Romania and Ukraine, local NGOs, Civil Society Organizations, and International 

Organization (UNICEF) as shown below.

6. Challenges

• Price of food and NFIs is drastically increasing and food is getting scarce.

• Due to recent attacks in Odessa, high possibility of increasing influx through the Isaccea 
border is expected.

• Emergency relief situation newly occurred in the East Europe context: Not only Ukraine but 
also the neighboring countries have not faced war crisis so they have not been prepared 
enough for emergency response in timely manner.

• High risk of PTSD in children: It is not easy for children to express their feeling so in this war 

crisis, most children might go through this period without any psychological support to 
address PTSD as they grow up.

• Long term closure of school education: All school education system has been stopped for 
an indefinite period of time so there should be sustainable education support for Ukrainian 

children since they are the future of the country.



• Long lasting war crisis; no supplies, no transportation, no utilities (water, infrastructure, 

gas, etc.), no network by resulting spread of feeling helpless.

• Reducing Interest of the world due to prolonged war.

• Difficulty of moving, transporting, and tracking down in Ukraine due to attack, strict 
screening by military soldiers

7. Way Forward

• Based on mid- and long-term strategy with HDP nexus, Good Neighbours plans to 

continue implementation effectively.

• Good Neighbours need to secure stable fund through continuous communication and 
appeal to public

• Good Neighbours will keep all entities like government incl. police, EU, UN, CSOs, and 
relevant entities to have close network and cooperation each other in order for 
comprehensive and high impact of the activities in the field.

• Good Neighbours will keep all people who are operating activities in the field to 

compliance to safeguarding principals in order to protect each other during the 

implementation.

• Good Neighbours plans to put more intervention on Child Protection area; Child Friendly 
Space and Psycho Social Support to children, who are in danger of loss of their rights to be 
protected and educated, under war crisis.

• Good Neighbours will try to keep safety and security of all field operation in order to 
protect all people including refugees, IDPs, volunteers, staffs, and partners in the field.

• Good Neighbours will encourage all for collaboration through active mobilisation of local 
partnerships and volunteers in Ukraine and neighbouring countries.



8. Fundraising Status for Emergency Response to the Ukraine Crisis
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Annex 1. Good Neighbours Emergency Response Plan to Ukraine Crisis  

Good Neighbors have three phases of a response plan to Ukraine crisis based on HDP nexus. 

Annex 2. Good Neighbours Safeguarding Policy 

Good Neighbours has  robust safeguarding policies and applies them to all field operations 

especially under emergency situation in order to avoid any violence in the field. 

Zero-tolerance 

Good Neighbours takes a zero-tolerance approach to any forms of harm, abuse and exploitation. Abuse 

or exploitation manifests itself when there is an imbalance of power. This perceived power imbalance 

should not be used to advantage or to cause any harm. We also recognise that Sexual Exploitation and 

Abuse (SEA) is more likely to occur where there are inequalities particularly those experienced by 

children, women, vulnerable adults and on the grounds of ethnicity, gender, age, religion and disability. 

This form of discrimination will not be tolerated. We are committed to holding whoever misuses their 

authority and causes harm to vulnerable populations to account. 

Shared responsibility and accountability 

Good Neighbours believes safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility. We will ensure that all those 

affiliated with Good Neighbours – all of our employees, board members and partners – understand their 
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responsibilities of upholding the safeguarding principles and procedures. Everyone involved with GN’s 

work is accountable for being alert to any possibility of abuse of power or exploitation around them both 

during and outside working hours and identifying and reporting any witnessed or known violations in 

accordance with our safeguarding systems. We are also fully aware of our commitment to helping 

partners meet the minimum requirement of safeguarding. 

Do no harm 

Good Neighbours makes sure that we do no harm to all children and vulnerable adults in every aspect of 

all our programming and organisational operations. We will do our utmost to minimise any safeguarding 

risks by carrying out risk assessments on all projects, and reflect suggestions made by community 

members. 

Best interests of children and vulnerable adults 

Good Neighbours keeps the best interests of children and vulnerable adults as the top priority when 

enacting policies and operating our programs. We believe that everyone has a right to live their lives free 

from sexual abuse, exploitation and harassment, and that no one should be subjected to abuse in any 

form. To make sure their rights and best interests fully realised, we will enable children and vulnerable 

adults to make informed decisions as active participants in our work. Particularly, the best interests of the 

child shall be a key consideration so that children make their own choices and know how their decisions 

will affect their lives. 

Confidentiality 

Good Neighbours commits to keeping all sensitive information and/or documents pertaining to an 

investigation confidential. Information will only be made available to those conducting the investigation. 

To prevent information leakage to external stakeholders, we shall ensure that emails or documents 

containing sensitive information should be approved by safeguarding focal point(s) prior to sending. 

Survivor-centered approach 

Good Neighbours is committed to listening to survivors by acting on their recommendations with dignity 

and respect. Support for the survivors is a priority, with their privacy being maintained. We also commit to 

creating an environment where survivors feel safe to engage, and that their engagement will not harm 

them. It is a core belief of Good Neighbours to help create sustainable communities where survivors and 

individuals have a voice; that they have the resources to organise themselves and are able to make their 

own decisions, enabling them to stay safe and protect each other. 

Safe environment and organisational culture 



In every aspect of our work, our commitment is to cultivate a safe environment and be respectful. 

We will share this culture with all of those we serve including our employees and partners. Any forms of 

bad behavior, misconduct and violations of this policy will not be tolerated. Our safeguarding focal points 

and senior leadership, in all GN global offices and partnership countries, shall spread best safeguarding 

practices, listen to feedback, and encourage continuous learning to improve this policy and support its 

wider implementation. We will also ensure that safeguarding issues within Good Neighbors are 

transparently shared and discussed in order to prevent any poor practices. Furthermore, Good 

Neighbours is committed to the continuous improvement of its safeguarding efforts by learning through 

its management processes, community engagement and the monitoring of best practice. 

Risk management approach 

Good Neighbours takes a risk-based approach when developing and delivering all of its programs and 

activities. Safeguarding risks are identified, monitored, mitigated and regularly reviewed and owned - with 

clear lines of responsibility and accountability to the most senior level. 

Annex 3. Ukraine Children’s Artwork from the PSS Program 



ENDS 

For more information and inquiries, please contact: 

Development & External Relations Team / Good Neighbours Global Partnership Center Korea 

Office T +82-02-6733-2517 E: drcha@goodneighbors.org 




